
Creating and storing sustainable
educational Multimedia
Multimedia resource storage and re-use - bin it or keep it



Schedule

• Corona and Multimedia at the KU Leuven
• Storing multimedia
• Creating sustainable material
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Storage Space (per month, in GB)

Start COVID-19 epidemic Summer recess



Internet Traffic (per month, in GB)

Start COVID-19 epidemic Summer recess



# Plays Kaltura video’s (per maand)

Start COVID-19 epidemic Summer recess



Storing Multimedia - Kaltura

• If the item has been unused for a long amount of time (more than a 
year), it will be externally stored.

• We will store everything but the lower flavors.
• Inform teachers via Hotspot.
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Storing Multimedia – blackboard Collaborate

• Available for two years.
• Teacher’s responsability
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Decision tree & 
guidelines



The mmm  meets 
the minimal 
audiovisual

requirements.

Het mmm 
complies with the 

guidelines for 
digital 

accessibility.

The mmm meets 
the didactical 
multimedia 

qualities.

INDEX
mmm= multimedia material

The mmm is 
good to be 
used again

The mmm can be 
split up in shorter 

pieces.

yes

yes

yes

no

The mmm can be 
reworked so it 

meets the 
requirements.

no
You cannot re-

use the mmm. It 
is best you delete 

it.

no

no

no You cannot re-
use the mmm. It 
is best you delete 

it.

yes

The content of the 
mmm is still up-to-

date and 
complementary to the 

other material.

no You cannot re-use 
the mmm. It is 

best you delete it.

yes

The duration of 
the mmm is max 

15’/clip.

no

yes

We do not consider this 
multimedia material to be optimal 
and to re-use this for many years. 

It can however be used as a 
stepping stone, whilst waiting for 

the production of more 
qualitative educational mmm.

The mmm can be 
reworked so it 

meets the 
requirements.

no
You cannot re-

use the mmm. It 
is best you delete 

it.

yes

yes

yes

Decision tree: Is my multimedia material reusable for the coming academy years?

You cannot re-use 
the mmm. It is 

best you delete it.

The mmm can be 
reworked so it 

meets the 
requirements.

no


